4. We recently detected the fourth genuine review of the Foundation Encyclopedia Dialectica
organization, and of its work, that we have so far ever detected on the internet. If you are aware of other
such reviews that are not presently linked-to on this Media Page, dear guest, please contact us about them, via
webmaster@dialectics.org .

The following link leads to this fourth review -https://www.reddit.com/r/ChapoTrapHouse/comments/87aqcm/jordan_b_peterson_your_drawings_are_like_a_baby/

-- by ‘squidsandwich’, which, from our perspective, emphasizes the aesthetic aspects of our work, without
much attention to its scientific content. This review focuses on a variant of an F.E.D. ‘d
dialectogram’, a
dialectogram’ which expresses one of our hypotheses as to the opening triad of our version of the ‘d
dialectic
‘d
of Nature’, a hypothesis that includes so-called “D
Dark Energy” as the earliest/deepest ∂known «a
archéphysis» of our cosmos --
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The main comment of this poster, ‘squidsandwich’, in that review, is as follows -“This is true art. I am actually in awe of how much effort this person has put into this stuff.”

My colleague, Miguel Detonacciones, replied to this review, in general, and, in particular, to the following
comment thereto by ‘QuangDucsHeart’ -“I’m in awe.”
“Either this is insanity, or I missed some fancy Math classes.”
“I desperately hope someone who knows fancy Math can confirm this is as batsh*t as it looks.”
-- responding, on behalf of F.E.D., as follows -“The 9 axioms, grounding the arithmetic/algebra for dialectics applied in the diagram posted above, are stated,
within the www.dialectics.org web site, at -http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Glossary_files/Glossary,Core_Axioms,Seldonian_First_Dialectical_Arithmetic,07SEP2014.jpg .”
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“That these 9 axioms incorporate a version of the first four, “first-order logic” axioms of the “[Dedekind/]Peano
Postulates” for the system of arithmetic of the “Natural” Numbers, makes this arithmetic/algebra for dialectic a
“non-standard model” of the Natural Numbers. Such were foretold by the co-application, at the level of “first
order” logic, of the Gödel Completeness and Incompleteness Theorems -- two of the deepest theorems of
modern “mathematical logic”. An intuitive, dialectical derivation of the system of these “dialectical metaNatural meta-numbers” from that of the standard “Natural Numbers” is available, within the www.dialectics.org
web site, via -http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Vignettes_files/Aoristos_Dyosphainthos,v.4.0,F.E.D_Vignette_%2321,On_the_Opposition_between_the_'First_Standard_Arithmet
ic'_and_the_Seldonian_'First_Dialectical_Arithmetic',09FEB2014.pdf .”

“That these 9 axioms suffice to deductively derive, as a theorem, by a simple direct proof, a STRONG
CONTRARY to what Boole called his “fundamental law of thought”, or “law of duality”, which is the core
“axiom” of original Boolean algebra, makes this arithmetic/algebra of dialectic a “contra-Boolean algebra” -- an
algebraic dialectical logic. This simple direct proof is presented, within the www.dialectics.org web site, here -http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Glossary_files/Glossary,Deductive_Proof,F.E.D._'Fundamental_Law_of_Dialectics',02FEB2014.jpg .”
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“The resulting dialectical logic is a “supplementary opposite” to Boole’s algebra for formal logic, one that
“aufheben”-contains/conserves Boole’s “fundamental law”, but which also “aufheben”-elevates and
“aufheben”-negates Boole’s fundamental law for formal logic. This new, “contra-Boolean” algebra expands
Boole’s “law of [EXO-]duality” into a more universal, more general “law of ENDO-duality”.”
“The www.dialectics.org site also recognizes a third axioms-system of dialectical- algebraic logic, one which
reconciles the opposition between the Boolean and “contra-Boolean” algebras, in[to] a single ‘uni-system’ of
dialectical algebra, incorporating and integrating both.”
“For more about this third system of algebraic dialectical logic, and about the entire, systematic
“dialectic/systems-progression of the systems of algebraic [dialectical] logic” -- of “algebras for [dialectical]
logic(s)” -- see:
http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Briefs_files/_Brief1-29JUL2008_OCR.pdf .”

We welcome you, dear guest, to write your own review of this site and/or of the F.E.D. opus, and to post it in
an appropriate internet venue that you access, and to let us know about it, via webmaster@dialectics.org , so
that we can register your review here too.
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Dialogically yours,
Aoristos Dyosphainthos,
Voting Member, F.E.D. General Council,
Participant, F.E.D. Special Council for Public Liaison,
Chief, F.E.D. Office of Public Liaison.
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